
P R E S I D E N T I A L A D D R E S S 

A s in previous years the first par t of my address takes the form of a review of our progress in the past 
twelve months. 

Membership 
I am pleased to inform you that 1980 has shown a net increase in the number of members. The total 

as at this evening is 542 which is eleven more than the comparable figure for last year. The new total, 
which as before is subject to reduction by the amovals, is made up of seven junior members, six honorary 
members, and 529 ordinary members. Of the latter, 128 are institutional members. 

New members elected in 1980 totalled thirty-two (twelve more than in 1979): comprising thirty-one 
ordinary members and one junior. One existing member, Professor Philip Grierson, has been elected 
to honorary membership. 

The increase in membership in 1980 has more than wiped out the small losses of the preceding two 
years, and we particularly owe our thanks to those members who have made the effort to introduce 
new members. 

Death, alas, has taken f rom us some members of particular seniority and distinction. During the 
year we have lost a Vice-President, two honorary members, and two ordinary members, and it is 
appropria te that I should say a few words about each of them. 

M r H. A. Seaby, 'Bert ' Seaby, who died on 2 December 1979, was the Society's oldest member, 
having joined as long ago as 1926, the same year in which he founded the firm that bears his name. 
He was made an honorary member of the Society in 1973. Although, in his later years, not a very 
frequent attender at our meetings, we saw him here f rom time to time and many members will remember 
the sherry party that he so generously gave us in 1976 to mark fifty years of membership. M r Seaby's 
contributions to the world of numismatics were, of course, very numerous and have been chronicled 
elsewhere, particularly and appropriately in Seaby's Coin and Medal Bulletin of February 1980. Although, 
so far as I can determine, M r Seaby never contributed to BNJ, there can be no single member of our 
Society who has not consulted one of the many catalogues written by him over the years and published 
by B. A. Seaby Ltd. These catalogues, always much more than just lists, were eminently practical and 
useful works and were very much M r Seaby's own conception; the first, The Milled Silver Coinage of 
England, having been written when he worked for Spink & Son Ltd., prior to starting his own firm. 
M r Seaby attended his office to within a few days of his death, and to those of us who have visited 
Seaby's over a period of many years it seems as if one of the permanent institutions of British numismatics 
has gone. We all miss him and we offer our sympathies to his family and colleagues. 

Another long-standing member of whose death we learned in the year was M r N o r m a n Griffiths. 
M r Griffiths joined the Society in 1943 and was the last member we had who had compounded for his 
subscription for life. While never a very active member so far as this Society was concerned, we are 
deeply sorry to learn of his death. 

Majo r Fred Pridmore, who died on 6 August, had been a member of our Society since 1944 and 
was made an honorary member in 1976. Although in later years it was a matter for regret that he was 
rarely able to be at our meetings—he lived in Taun ton—he was a regular attender in the late 1940s 
and 1950s and a frequent speaker. Majo r Pridmore 's special interest was, of course, the coinage of the 
Commonweal th and of former Commonweal th territories, and the culmination of his studies was the 
series of volumes Coins of the British Commonwealth of Nations to the end of the Reign of George VI, 
1952, published by Spink & Son Ltd. In his obituary for Ma j o r Pridmore in the Num. Circ. of September 
last, M r Howard Linecar says: ' N o obituary however written can add to Fred's stature as a numismatist. 
Painstaking to the point of personal exhaustion in his research, accurate in his writings and cautious 
in the face of anything that defied solution, his work will stand as his memorial for generations to 
come. ' I do not think that any of our members would disagree with that and what better epitaph could 
a numismatist have? 

Yet another sad loss to the world of numismatics is Sir Francis Hill, who died on 6 January. Sir 
Francis joined this Society in November 1949 and was a member of Council during the 1950s. He 
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lived in Lincoln and, thus, in recent years was only rarely able to attend our meetings. Sir Francis Hill, 
a solicitor and at one time Lord Mayor of Lincoln, had a deep and enthusiastic interest in the history 
of his city and his county, and was the author of several works on these subjects. He had collected 
coins all his life and, not surprisingly, developed a specialized interest in coins of the Lincolnshire mints 
of Lincoln and Stamford. He started to build up his collection of these in the early 1930s, and was 
able to buy at important sales over a long period of time. In 1979 Sir Francis most generously donated 
to the City of Lincoln his collection of 1,000 Lincoln and 400 Stamford coins together with about 100 
coins f rom the Terney and South Kyme hoards. He has bequeathed to the Lincolnshire County Council 
a small hammered gold collection as well as collections of English milled coins, Newark siege pieces, 
and seventeenth-century tokens, together with his numismatic library. Although, so far as I know, Sir 
Francis himself never published the results of any numismatic studies in our Journal, he was in the 
for tunate position of being able to devote considerable resources to building up his collections and, as 
his circle of friends included some of the leading numismatists and historians of the day, these reflect 
the fruits of their friendly encouragement as well as of Sir Francis 's excellent judgement. The collections 
themselves, now preserved in Lincoln for future generations of students to consult, are Sir Francis 's 
own creative and enduring contribution to numismatic history. 

Finally, in this sad catalogue of mortality, I know we were all particularly saddened to learn of the 
death, on 5 July, of our Vice-President and my predecessor as President, M r Stuart Rigold. Members 
may have seen the obituary, probably of antiquarian but clearly not of numismatic authorship, that 
was published in The Times on 15 July and reprinted in the September edition of Num. Circ. An 
admirable supplement to this was printed in the November Num. Circ., which was certainly of numismatic 
authorship and which, in particular, brought out the scholarly and generous qualities which were 
Stuart 's special gift to his numismatic friends. There is not much I can add to these. Stuart became a 
member in February 1949 but it was, in fact, some months earlier, in June 1948, that he had read to 
the Society his paper on the subject of continental copies of English sterlings entitled 'The Trail of the 
Easterlings' which was published in BNJ 1949. 'The Trail of the Easterlings' was a masterly, characteristic, 
and, as time has shown, enduring example of Stuart 's wonderful quality of being able to relate and 
interpret evidence f rom a number of scholarly disciplines, and demonstrated his ability to perceive and 
to communicate the conclusions—and properly prudent speculations—that could arise f rom this. Those 
qualities were demonstrated in other publications, notably that on the primary series of sceattas, a fine 
example of creative analysis, and we very much regret that his death occurred before he had completed 
his work on medieval jettons. 

It was Stuart 's contributions to the Journal which brought him the John Sanford Saltus medal in 
1977. However, what regular attenders at our meetings will remember is something of which there can 
unhappily be no real record in black and white and for which we have no medal to award. I refer, of 
course, to the enormous contribution he made, both at our meetings in the informal discussions after 
the delivery of a paper, and later, round the dinner table, when invariably, and in the kindest manner 
conceivable, he would pull out of the hat, as it were, some relevant and illuminating fact—or even a 
whole string of them—which would immediately open new doors for thought and discussion. Stuart 
with his wide interdisciplinary knowledge was very good for us. As individuals and as a Society we are 
immeasurably poorer for his loss. Stuart Rigold became President in 1970 and held that office until 
1975. In 1976 he was made a Vice-President. He was a frequent attender at our meetings—the last 
occasion being in May when he and Mrs Rigold were here and stayed on afterwards for the Council 
Sherry Party. I saw him once after that, at the Royal Numismatic Society Sherry Party in June. I have 
conveyed the Society's sympathies to Mrs Rigold. 

The Year's Programme 
Once again, we must thank our Director, Mr John Brand, for organizing a successful and interesting 

programme for us in the past year. 
It was a particular pleasure for us to see Professor Dolley again during his visit in January and 

to hear f rom him a paper with what I can only describe as the inimitable and characteristic title 
of ' Imitat ion of Imitation and Imitation of Imitation of Imitation: some problems posed by the non-
English "Helmet" pennies with the name of Aethelred II'. Michael Dolley's exploration of the stages 
through which imitations of the 'helmet' type passed showed that his great skill at producing numis-
matic rabbits out of British, Irish, and Scandinavian hats remains undimmed in spite of the physical 
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remoteness of his present appointment in Australia. We look forward to hearing f rom him again 
before long. 

We enjoyed a second Anglo-Saxon evening in September when D r Metcalf talked to us on the subject 
of 'Trends in English Monetary History, c.973-1087'. As one might have expected, Dr Metcalf was 
concerned with the economic context and he explored aspects of the purpose and use of coinage in 
late-Anglo-Saxon England and, in particular, considered the effects of Danegeld payments on coinage, 
silver stocks, and minting activities. 

A slightly later period was covered in March when M r Peter Seaby spoke to us on 'The Pattern of 
Coinage in Stephen's Earldoms' . We have come to know that we may expect f rom Mr Seaby an original 
and creative approach to the numismatic implications of the complex political and military situations 
that existed in Stephen's reign, and which are certainly reflected in the irregular or semi-regular coinages 
of that period, and we were in no way disappointed. 

Still in the Middle Ages, but rather later, we were particularly pleased to hear a paper at our May 
meeting f rom our member f rom Holland, Jonkheer Meester E. R. D. Elias on an 'Anglo Gallic' subject. 
There is still much to be learned about these coinages which, while closer to the French than to the 
English coinage series (since they had to circulate alongside the former), are none the less the proper 
concern of this Society. 

In commenting on the papers we have heard in the year, I try to proceed in a more or less chronological 
manner and so I must next, I think, mention M r John Brand's paper of last February entitled 'Scruples' 
even though this ranged, in his continuing review of numismatic metrology, f rom R o m a n to 
comparatively modern times. This is perhaps, more than any other, a field where a nice judgement 
needs to be exercised if deliberate changes in weights and relationships are to be distinguished f rom 
those that arose through a process of gradual mutat ion, and the risks of pursuing a too great degree 
of precision are as great as those of not being precise enough. One feels that Mr Brand has probably 
got this right but, in such a closely argued subject, we must look forward to the publication of his 
conclusions before coming to a final judgement. 

We had two evenings of short papers, one for the period pre-1500 in June and one for the period 
after 1500 in April. At the former, M r G. C. Boon gave us a preliminary note on the remarkable find 
which had just been made in Cardiff of pennies of the Empress Matilda; M r M. A. S. Blackburn talked 
on finds f rom the Lincoln excavations; M r G. P. Gittoes read us a note on the Short-Cross series 
entitled 'When is a mint-signature not a mint-signature'; M r R. Merson proposed an ingenious 
attr ibution of certain coins of Brittany to Edward III; and Miss M. M. Archibald read a note on the 
1980 hoard of forged Edward IV pence f rom Queenhithe. At the evening of post-1500 papers in April, 
we had also heard f rom M r G. C. Boon on 'A Civil War hoard and Civil War mints ' ; M r G. P. Dyer 
read a paper entitled 'The Elusive Counter Puncheon' ; M r P. J. Morley spoke on 'The Slough medalets 
of William Till'; and M r M. J. Sharp addressed us on the early coins of Charles I. 

Finally, at the end of my review, M r Graham Dyer in October once more demonstrated quite 
decisively how much more is still to be learned f rom a scholarly study of the milled series. While Mr 
Dyer, as a member of the staff of the Royal Mint, undoubtedly enjoys the special benefits of ready 
access to mint records, his paper 'The U n a and the Lion Five Pound Pieces' was a model of what can 
be done in this late field to increase our understanding of how the mint operated in the last century. 

I feel sure you all share with me a sense of appreciation for the hard work of those who contributed 
to our programme in the year and, on your behalf, I once again offer them our thanks. 

Publication of the Journal 

The 1978 Journal was received by members early in 1980 and the 1979 Journal should be in members ' 
hands early in 1981. 

I have to report a change of editors. Regretably, Mrs Peggy Delme Radcliffe resigned during the 
summer and Mr Nicholas Mayhew will give up his editorship once he has seen the 1979 Journal safely 
through the press. We are most grateful to Dr Christopher Challis for agreeing to under take the task 
of editorship—he already has experience in publishing a learned journal and we feel that he will be of 
great assistance to the Society in this capacity. I should like to state my sincere appreciation of the 
work of the outgoing editors. N o t only did they exert themselves considerably to bring our publication 
programme up to date, but it was during their period of office that vital changes were made to improve 
the economics of the Journal; changes that involved extended communicat ions with Oxford University 
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Press, extra meetings of the editorial committee, negotiations with advertisers, and many other tasks. 
We owe them our special thanks for their vital and valuable efforts. 

Finances 
It is three years since the subscription rate was last increased and our main expense, printing costs, 

in common with other costs for labour-intensive items, have advanced massively each year. We have 
felt that it is important to adhere to the principle of producing a single Journal each year. No t only is 
it generally desirable for all our members to have one volume per subscription, but we should certainly 
run into difficulties with our many institutional members if in any one budget year they had to pay a 
subscription without a volume to show for it. We have also felt that it is essential to keep the Society 
in a sound state financially. The last increase, effective f rom 1 January 1978, taken together with the 
economies made in Journal production, and the income resulting f rom the sale of advertising space in 
the Journal, has been sufficient to cover our costs up to this year 1980. If we do not increase our income 
with effect f rom 1 January 1981, we shall publish the 1981 Journal at a loss, and if we allowed this to 
happen we should quickly eat up our reserves, and the secure position we obtained as a result of 
members ' response to my appeal in 1977 would be thrown away. 

Accordingly, as you have seen f rom the voting paper and from my letter that accompanied it, Council 
have felt it imperative to propose an increase for ordinary members f rom £12 to £18, with corresponding 
adjustments for junior and overseas members. 

Every time we increase our subscription we experience difficulties because some members forget to 
change their banker 's order, and if changes are frequent there can be a considerable tangle of payments 
at various rates, some right, some wrong, all of which require correspondence to sort out—a heavy 
burden for our voluntary unpaid officers. For this reason it is desirable to avoid very frequent changes 
and we aim to make an increase sufficient to cover our needs for at least three years. This is why, as 
you will have seen f rom my letter, we are asking for £18 per annum, when, for 1981 alone, £15 per 
annum might have been enough. Of course, whether we have correctly predicted the future path of 
inflation is a little matter over which we (and a good many others much better placed to judge) have 
little control. 

We can at least say to our members that our subscription increase of 50 per cent over three years 
compares favourable with printing-cost increases of around 20 per cent per annum and you will, I am 
sure, have not failed to notice that over the same period prices of coins and books have shown no less 
an increase and in many cases more. 

With the increase proposed, I can say with confidence that the Society's financial affairs will continue to 
move forward on a thoroughly sound basis that will ensure its continuing ability to meet its commitments 
to members. There is, of course, one other means of making your subscription worth more to the 
Society, and that is by entering into a covenant to subscribe for at least seven years. If you do this the 
Society receives f rom the Inland Revenue the tax that had been deducted f rom that part of your income 
which your subscription represents. Please consider doing this, it would be of great assistance. 

Finally, under this heading of Finances, I should like to express my sincere thanks to our Treasurer, 
Mr Rober t Seaman, for his continuing work for the Society during the year. I have always felt that 
we have been very fortunate to have such a competent and reliable person in this key position, and I 
have been very grateful during my presidency for his willingness to continue. 

The Joint Library 
As has now become his custom our librarian, Mr Thompson, has provided me with an annual report. 

F r o m this, I can see that loans to members have numbered 635 compared with 610 in 1979, continuing 
the growth in the use of this valuable asset. 

Books purchased for the library have been Coinage of the Americas, edited by Buttrey; Studies on 
Money in early America, including Newman on American circulation of English and Bungtown 
half-pence; the reprint of Neumann, volume 4, on English tokens; the Catalogue of the Hilary F. Guard 
Collection of Manx Coinage; and Lincolnshire Museums information sheets, numismatic series, 
nos. 1-3. A new exchange with the Akademia Nauk now brings Soviet Archaeology to the library, and 
in a continuing exchange with Poland the reprint of Snelling's View of 1766 has been sent for a volume 
received last year, and Burnett 's Coins of Late Antiquity has been sent for a volume edited by Kunisz 
on money and money economy in Antiquity and the Middle Ages. 
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Donat ions have included various offprints f rom M r Talvio; 'Linked rings' f rom Mr McBride; La 
circulacidn monetaria en Polonia f rom D r Mikolajczyk; The Gold Sovereign f rom Mr Marsh; a note 
on a Farnham seventeenth-century token issuer f rom Mr Merson, who has also given copies of Numismatic 
Society of Ireland Occasional Papers 17 and 18, two working papers for the International Congress of 
Accounting Historians, and Morris, Treasure Trove Island. M r Seaman has given the catalogue of 
R o m a n coins in the Courtauld collection, Zimbabwe. Also donated have been a collection of portraits 
on Polish coins and banknotes; Cantium with Mr Leach on the Sheppey hoard; the new Newsletter 
f rom the International Numismat ic Commission; and, most generously, f rom Mr Entwisle of Bolton, 
a bound photocopy of a manuscript version of Lord Harington 's Patent for farthing tokens. 

F r o m the publishers have come copies of Danefoe on Danish treasure trove; Winchester Studies 3 on 
Lankhills R o m a n cemetery; and fascicule 16(1) of the Catalogue of Coins from the 9th-llth Centuries 
found in Sweden. 

As in previous years, the librarian has updated our entries in various directories and submitted a list 
of the contents of the lastest Journal for the British Humanities Index. Correspondence f rom many 
sources on a wide variety of subjects has been dealt with, and in doing this the librarian particularly 
acknowledges the assistance given to him by M r Merson. To this I should like to add my own thanks 
and appreciation, not only to his helpers but to the librarian himself. Most officers of the Society are 
able to carry out their functions at home but the librarian has to spend part of his time in the library. 
I know that this can present considerable difficulties at times and that it is not always easy to keep up 
with the work. 

Coin Hoards 
I should like to thank Miss Archibald for again providing me with a list of hoards found in Britain 

since my last address. Miss Archibald has asked me to acknowledge the help of Mr Boon who provided 
information on the hoards f rom Wales that are included. I must also acknowledge Mrs Murray ' s 
kindness in providing information on the Leith hoard. We have a record crop this year, thirteen R o m a n 
hoards and thirteen medieval and modern ones. I have tried to arrange them in chronological order 
by date of deposit, so far as this is known. 

The R o m a n hoards are as follows: 
Mildenhall, Suffolk 258 M denarii. Republic to Titus. Deposit c.81 
Banray, Cambridgeshire 5 /R denarii. Diocletian to Marcus Aurelius. Deposit c.180. 
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire 2 N 
Sprotborough, W. Yorkshire 8 JE antoniniani. Salonina to Claudius II. Deposit c.270 
Edlington Wood, Yorkshire 18 JE antoniniani. Galienus to Tetricus. Deposit c.273 
Market Deeping, Lincolnshire c. 2,000 Bi. and JE antoniniani. Severus Alexander to Tetricus. Deposit 

c. 273 
East Mersea, Essex 333 JE antoniniani. Galienus to Tetricus. Deposit c.273 
Monk ton Farleigh, Wiltshire c. 3000 Bi and /E antoniniani. Valerian to Probus. Deposit c.282 
Childs Ercall, Shropshire 2,700 JE antoniniani. Galienus to Probus. Deposit c.282 
Upavon, Pewsey, Wiltshire 111 JE folles. Diocletian to Galerius. Deposit c.311 
Osbournby, Lincolnshire 22 Jii siliquae. Constantius II to Eugenius. Deposit c.394 
Bar ton-upon-Humber , 283 JR siliquae. Constant ius II to Honorius. Deposit c.400 

Sth. Humberside 
Hovingham Park, N. Yorkshire 18 /R siliquae. Constantius II to Honorius . Deposit c.400 

The medieval and modern are as follows: 
Coed-y-Wenallt, S. Glamorgan 102 /R mostly Matilda, Countess of Anjou . Deposit c. 1150 
Rumney, Gwent 64 JR Edward I—II 
Leith, Lothian 358 JR and billon of which 348 are Scottish, Robert III to James III, 

and 10 are English, Edward III to Edward IV 
Queenhithe, London 495 Bi. False pennies of 'Henry VI' . Deposit c.1500 
Streatley, Berkshire 47 JR Edward IV, possibly some earlier. Deposit c.1475 
Wheatley, Oxfordshire 2 N , F rankfu r t gold gulden France, Louis XI Ecu 
Bearpark, D u r h a m 2 N, scudo of Pius V of Bologna. France, Francis I Ecu 
Water Orton, West Midlands 1 N, 25 JR. Henry VII to James I 
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Glascoed, Gwent 11 /R. Philip and Mary to Charles I 
Maidford , Nor thants 40 AC Elizabeth I to Charles I 
Taunton , Somerset 235 JR. Civil War 
Bank of England, London 4 N and 1747 JR deposited in the Bank in 1725 
Keighley, W. Yorkshire 13 /R. George III to Victoria 

Ladies and gentlemen, this brings me to the end of the first part of my address which is the final one 
of my presidency. While I have already acknowledged the contribution of several of our officers in the 
appropriate parts of my address, I should like now to add my special thanks to M r Wilfrid Slayter, 
our indefatigable secretary. 

I should also like to say a special word of thanks to Mr John Brand for the time and trouble he has 
taken over the Society's affairs over the past year in areas which are outside what are usually regarded 
as the normal duties of a Director. Included amongst these activities have been matters connected with 
the Bibliography of British Numismatics, now well in hand, the Joint Library, and the next International 
Congress; all things which will benefit the Society in the future. 

There have been comparatively few changes to the officers of the Society during my presidency and 
I have always felt myself to be at the head of a very harmonious and co-operative team. To those who 
have served with me on Council and to all our members I should like to offer my thanks for the 
excellent support I have received. I do not exaggerate when I say that without this we could not have 
counted, in these difficult times, upon the survival of the Society in the form we know it. 

(Following the declaration of the results of the election for Officers and Council for 1981, the President 
delivered the second part of his address which was entitled 'The "s ta r" halfpence and farthings of 1335'.) 
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